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MONTAIGNE'S CREATIVE WRITING PROCESS
The word essay basically refers to any written composition, however, there's a level of flexibility over the term. An essay may consist of
some number of written works, which are related in subject, style, and topic. However, the most typical types of essay writing include the
essay, the narrative essay, and the personal essay. Although some writing classes still recognize other forms of writing such as the
publication, the political essay, and the play, these courses generally believe essay writing to be a particular set of writing, which
comprises certain components. Generally, an essay is, in essence, a composed piece that present the writer's view, but the specific
definition is somewhat vague, overlapping with that of a story, a poem, an essay, and also a brief story.
Essays generally have historically been categorized as either formal and analytical, or descriptive and private. Formal essays are written for
a specific function, often an assignment or even a review. These essays generally need to be based on research and need to be formatted
in a specific way to be able to fit the requirements of a teacher. These essays generally take the form of a thesis statement. A thesis
statement is a statement by the writer that summarizes his/her argument and provides enough information to support the conclusion.
Narrative essays are composed for the purpose of telling a story, usually a short one. They generally contain a description of events and
could include a thesis statement in the conclusion. Personal documents are written from the perspective of this author. Such essays
provide a more personal view of the person, usually their view on life, values, and personality. A descriptive essay, on the other hand, is
composed based on facts and may use a thesis statement at the conclusion.
College writing needs to be done in a specific way. To be able to write a good college essay, all of the elements need to be present. The
introduction is critical as it's where you receive your first standing as a writer and sets the tone of your own job. In your introduction you
need to use the very best words and you want them to hold a specific meaning for your own reader.
One of the most significant benefits of the type of essays taught at Montaigne College is that they allow pupils to express themselves and
be engaged with the subjects they are studying. Pupils writing in this manner have a special voice and thus create their own unique body
of literature. Montaigne writing is known for its conversational tone and students are permitted to become proficient in using their
conversational language and fashion. As you would expect, many of today's top essayists graduated from this prestigious writing
program.
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